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Program Fees

Indian National:    Students Rs. 2000.  Working professionals Rs. 2500 (Indian Participants) 

Foreign National: USD 100 inclusive of  taxes (Foreign participants)
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About Rashtriya Raksha University 

The University envisions growing as a model security educational University in India. It endeavours to 

focus on highly professional security, strategic and defence education, research, and training through its 

qualified civilian and military faculty, committed human resources, motivated participants and students, 

intellectually stimulating and professional disciplined environment, and worldwide network, sharing, and 

exchange. It aims at providing security and strategic education in contemporary and futuristic security and 

strategic studies and interdisciplinary areas. The University is contributing to the vision of an India for a 

Peaceful, Prosperous, and Stable World; grand strategic cooperation between like-minded nations; and 

promoting greater coordination between senior military officers, diplomats, civil servants, and civilians for 

strengthening National Security. It adopts a two-tier approach, at the national and international levels, in 

its education, research, training, and extension to achieve capabilities to respond to the needs, expectations, 

and aspirations of the security and strategic institutions and forces as well as law-making, governance, 

judiciary, economy (agriculture-manufacturing-service sectors) and the civil society organizations. 

Rashtriya Raksha University offers academic, research, and professional degrees, post-graduate diplomas, 

and diploma programs in various subjects along with an opportunity to truly pursue a multi-disciplinary 

approach through the Choice Based Credit System (CBCS). 

Why Study Languages? 

Any language you learn is likely to have a strategic and security component. The acquisition of a new 

language or the improvement of existing language skills will provide a new dimension to one's personal and 

professional abilities. As a result of the ability to connect to a diverse variety of multilingual and 

multicultural partnerships, more chances will arise. It will help to bridge cultural gaps and enable a greater 

understanding of different indigenous perspectives. Learning a language may help you connect and 

communicate more effectively as technology and globalization emphasize a world where people and 

services increasingly travel across global borders. 

 

 

 



 

 

About the School 

SICSSL offers graduate and master programmes in international relations, foreign affairs, political 

economy, and national security, as well as graduate and master programmes in foreign languages. The 

unique syllabus places India's domestic security in the perspective of its foreign policy in key strategic 

geographies. The pedagogy will include rigorous subject matter training as well as the strengthening of 

fluency in foreign languages to facilitate subject matter expertise as well as language specialization of 

important geographies affecting India's national security. 

Purpose of the Training Programme 

In any social, personal, and professional environment, humans require an organized form of 

communication. Individuals and groups use language to communicate with one another. When it comes to 

diversity, language may be applied to establish and maintain relationships. Language is a means of 

expression. Owing to the multilingualism perspective of the training, participants will obtain benefits such 

as increased cultural knowledge and understanding, increased academic and educational value, executive 

function, societal adaption, and comprehension of foreign languages. The ability to read, speak, and 

understand a foreign language improves overall proficiency. There are numerous advantages to working 

in a multilingual setting. Because you share a shared culture, you are not alone. The opportunity for 

employees to come together and share their ideas and opinions is compromised when they don’t speak the 

same language.  Communication is key in any organization, especially multinational ones, where 

relationships need to be built between companies, shareholders, and individuals who are involved with the 

business operation. language training is highly beneficial to employees and employers alike. Employees 

who learn another language will find it much easier to communicate with other employees, as well as those 

from other countries. They will also be less likely to encounter problems such as miscommunication since 

they can understand the subtle nuances of certain words that would only be picked up by someone who 

speaks that language. 

 

 



 

 

Objectives of the programme 
To provide basic knowledge and skill in foreign Language. 
To share cultural information. 
To increase global understanding through learning a foreign language. 
To help participants communicate in a foreign country 
To provide a practical tool to communicate in other languages. 
 
 
Required level of proficiency 
To take advantage of this opportunity, we expect participants to have a basic grasp of the target 
language. The course is primarily basic, with some intermediate material added in for good 
measure. Furthermore, after completion of this language course, participants will be able to 
read, speak, and understand a foreign language, strengthening their existing skills in the target 
language with predicted competency. 
 
Schedule for the Training Programme (Indian Standard Time) 
Saturday and Sunday 10.00 am. to 12.00 pm. Hindi and Sanskrit 
Saturday and Sunday 1.30 pm to 3.30 pm. English. 
 
 
Important Information 
*The course will commence in Online mode. 
*Two or three sessions per day will be conducted, followed by a question-and-answer session. 
*E-Certificate will be provided to all successful participants. 
*Google Meet platform will be used for the Course. 
 
 

Course Structure 

Two lectures of 60 minutes (each) Saturday and Sunday followed by a questions and answers 
session of about 15 minutes. 

 

 

Platform:  Google Meet 

 

Participants: Students, aspirants and working professionals in different Embassies in India 
and Foreign Countries. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Registration Link:  https://forms.gle/EQTKCLiJWt3qhcmt7 

Payment Link: https://forms.eduqfix.com/onlinetrain/add 

 

(1) Indian national:    FOR STUDENTS Rs.2000      WORKING PROFESSIONALS Rs.2500 

 

(2) Foreign national: USD 100 inclusive of taxes 

kindly find the bank details for International Fees 

Bank Name: HDFC BANK Ltd. 

Bank Account Name: RAKSHA SHAKTI UNIVERSITY 

Bank Account Number: 50100238058183 

Bank Address: BUILDING NAME, POLARIS GROUND FLOOR, SHOP NO.2, OPP 

VIPUL DUDHIYA, STADIUM ROAD, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD 380009 

Bank IFSC Code: HDFC0009297 

Bank Swift Code: HDFCINBBXXX 

 

 

 

 

 

https://forms.gle/EQTKCLiJWt3qhcmt7
https://forms.eduqfix.com/onlinetrain/add


 

Organizing Team 

 

Convener 

Dr Dipak Patel 

Assistant Professor (English), 

School of International Cooperation, Security and Strategic Languages 

 

 

Programme Coordinator 

Dr Dipak Patel 

Assistant Professor (English), 

School of International Cooperation, Security and Strategic Languages (SICSSL) 

 

 

 

Programme Assistant 

Mr. Dushyant Atram (Administrative Officer) 

Mr. Gendun Gyatso (Research Assistant) 

Mrs. Nikita Panchal (Assistant administrative officer) 

School of International Cooperation, Security and Strategic Languages (SICSSL) 

 

 

 

 

 

RASHTRIYA RAKSHA UNIVERSITY 

An Institution of National Importance 

Lavad - Dehgam - 382305 Gandhinagar, Gujarat, INDIA Ph. 079-68126800, Fax: 079-68126820 

Website: www.rru.ac.in 

http://www.rru.ac.in/


English Course Syllabus 
 
* Course objective: 
 

This course is designed to introduce students to the basic building blocks of the 

language. With a specific focus on speaking, we also provide initial training in the 

other important skills associated with language learning; reading writing and 

listening. 

 

The overall aim is to build confidence, develop a love for the language and build 

a solid platform for further learning. By the end of the course, you will be able to 

understand and use the very basic expressions, introduce yourselves to others and 

ask basic questions. Interact simply with others as long as the other person speaks 

slowly and clearly 

 

* Course Syllabus  

 

Basic vocabulary. 

Basic grammar concepts. 

Sentence structures of English. 

Introduce oneself and ask for information from others. 

Use of practical conversation in English. 

 

 



Hindi Course Syllabus 

 

Course objective: 

This course is designed to introduce students to the basic building blocks of the language. With a 

specific focus on speaking we also provide initial training in the other important skills associated 

with language learning; reading, writing, and listening. 

 

The overall aim is to build confidence, develop a love of the language and build a solid platform 

for further learning. By the end of the course, you’ll be able to understand and use very basic 

expressions, introduce yourselves to others and ask basic questions. Interact simply with others 

as long as the other person speaks slowly and clearly. 

 

Course Syllabus: 

Alphabet and Hindi sound system in colloquial way  

Numbers 

Basic vocabulary building 

Basic grammar concepts and sentence structures of Hindi 

Introduce oneself and ask basic questions 

Devanagari writing systems in absolute beginners’ way 

 



Sanskrit Course Syllabus 

 
Course objective: 

This course is designed to introduce students to the basic building blocks of the language. With a 

specific focus on speaking we also provide initial training in the other important skills associated 

with language learning; reading, writing, and listening. 

 

The overall aim is to build confidence, develop a love of the language and build a solid platform 

for further learning. By the end of the course, you’ll be able to understand and use very basic 

expressions, introduce yourselves to others and ask basic questions. Interact simply with others 

as long as the other person speaks slowly and clearly. 

 

Course Syllabus: 

Alphabet and Hindi sound system in colloquial way  

Numbers 

Basic vocabulary building 

Basic grammar concepts and sentence structures of Hindi 

Introduce oneself and ask basic questions 

Devanagari writing systems in absolute beginners way 

 


